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Abstract 
This project investigated the feasibility of removing a small earthen dam as well as 
performing an analysis of the processes involved.  This project focused on the 
hydrological and environmental impacts of dam removal, and also included cost and 
permitting considerations.  This project dealt specifically with the dam at Edwards Pond 
in West Boylston, MA. 
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Capstone Design 
This project is being used to satisfy the WPI Civil Engineering Capstone design 
requirement.  In order for the project to satisfy the Capstone requirements, the project 
must evaluate and solve an open-ended design problem based on the eight major 
constraints identified by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, or 
ABET.  These constraints include environmental, economic, sustainability, 
manufacturability, ethical, health and safety, social and political. 
 This project identifies and evaluates alternative options for the course of action 
that should be taken regarding the possible removal of the Edwards Pond Dam in West 
Boylston, MA.  Health and safety issues, being a very important part of the project, were 
taken into consideration by hydraulic and hydrological analyses being performed to 
predict the maximum flows that will occur at the dam, and ensure there will not be 
dangers posed to human life or property.  Environmental, ethical, economic, social and 
political issues were taken into consideration while making final recommendations for 
the fate of Edwards Pond.  While ultimately the decision to remove the dam or not rests 
with on the owner of the property, the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and 
Recreation, this project serves as a preliminary analysis that can be used as a guide to the 
steps that need to be taken in order to encompass all the above considerations into a 
cohesive and informed decision on the dam’s future. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
With many dams rapidly aging and becoming less useful, increasing interest is being 
focused on the safe and responsible removal of small dams.  The management of these 
obsolete dams is becoming a top priority and focus of research.  
This project will focus on the Edwards Pond Dam in West Boylston, Massachusetts.  
This small, earthen dam can be used as a case study as it is one of many small, old dams 
that now pose a threat rather than any benefit.  Edwards Pond Dam is believed to be an 
old farming pond dammed to supply water for irrigation and for livestock.  The farms of 
the area are long gone and this dam now serves no practical or recreational purpose. It is 
in a state of disrepair and after inspection, it was deemed that the Edwards Pond Dam 
must be repaired to meet safety regulations or be removed.  The pond and land 
surrounding it is now the property of the Department of Conservation Resource
1
, the 
responsibility falls to them to confront the problem. As neither the pond nor the dam 
provides any benefit, DCR has elected to remove it and requested the aid of WPI to 
investigate the options in front of them.   
While there are models and guides for removing dams, such as Hydrologic 
Engineering Centers River Analysis System (HEC-RAS), they are often designed for 
large scale dams and are cumbersome for analyzing smaller dams. Therefore the goal of 
this project will be to create a model of the area using available maps and fieldwork that 
will be able to provide information and data to predict how the area will respond to the 
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dam’s removal. Some major areas of interest include a hydraulic analysis, soils analysis, 
safety, cost and time of removal, affected flows upstream and downstream of the dam, 
the final topography of the area, and the affect on wildlife and any impacts on humans. 
This information will then be used to decide what options are available and which one is 
most viable. 
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2.0 Background 
This section provides a background in the theory behind dam removal, as well as the 
benefits and downfalls of the process.  This also includes a geographic overview of 
Edwards Pond and the surrounding area, as well as a description of the permitting process 
involved. 
 
2.1 History of Dam Removal 
There are tens of thousands of small dams across the United States and most of 
them are approaching or exceeding one hundred years of age.  These aging dams often 
fail inspection and are deemed a safety hazard to person and property downstream. 
Owners of such dams face costly repair bills or can opt to remove the dam.  Many owners 
are deciding to remove unsafe, unwanted, or obsolete dams because they are costly to 
maintain and are no longer provide a benefit to them.  Dam removal is often looked upon 
as a research opportunity due to the lack of scientific information and proven methods.
1
  
Most small dams were built in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century’s on 
farms for water storage for humans, livestock, and irrigation.  Other possible benefits of 
small dams include mechanical power for grist mills and saw mills, hydroelectric power, 
flood control, and recreational uses such as fishing and boating.  Many of these dams, 
including the Edwards Pond Dam, no longer provide any of these benefits and only retain 
the negative qualities of a dam.  These drawbacks include are impeding fish migration, 
safety concerns of failing dams, costly maintenance and repair bills, and disrupting the 
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natural ecosystem.  Safety is often the main concern and driving force for removing a 
dam with “3,300 unsafe dams in the United States and since 1999 there have been 129 
dam failures.”2 
Dam removal is not a new idea, private and government owned dams alike have 
been removed for decades.  In fact, “there is a growing trend to remove them and return 
the waterways to their natural states”.3  Wisconsin, California, and Ohio are the top three 
states with the most dam removals on record with 73, 47, and 39 dams removed 
respectively.  “Removal is often the most environmentally-sound, cost-effective way to 
address the various safety, economic, and ecological issues surrounding an aging and/or 
obsolete dam.”2  Removal is not always the best option however and the decision to 
remove a dam should not be made lightly or without proper data and analysis. The Fort 
Edward Dam on the Hudson River, for example was removed without testing the 
sediments behind the dam and PCB contaminated sediments traveled downstream 
endangering wildlife and human health. 
2
 
The removal of a dam can restore a river habitat, improve water quality, allow fish 
passage, remove dam safety risks and liability, improve aesthetics, improve fishing, and 
reclaim land for the owner.  Some dam owners elect to remove their dam because they 
are required by law to create an expensive fish ladder to allow migrating fish a passage 
upstream.   
Once the decision is made to remove a dam, the owner is often confused on how 
to go about properly removing it. It is widely agreed there is insufficient information on 
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the topic of small dam removal.  Each dam removal can be viewed as a new source of 
experimental data that can be teach us more about the inexact science of dam removal as 
we know it. There is no set scheme or pattern to follow when removing a dam because 
each situation is different and there are many variables to consider. “Dam removal studies 
have shown that each dam is unique and that many factors affect the results of removal.”3 
 
2.2 Geographic Description of Edwards Pond 
Edwards Pond is located at 44
o22’19”N and 71o47’59” about one mile west of the 
Route 12 bridge that crosses the Thomas Basin, a long narrow arm of the Wachusett 
Reservoir that reaches northwest from the southern end of the Reservoir.  It can be found 
on Malden Street in West Boylston, MA, shown below in Figures 1 & 2 taken from 
Google Earth. 
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Figure 1 – Aerial View of Edwards Pond and Thomas Basin 
 
Figure 2 Aerial View of Wachusett Reservoir 
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The Wachusett Reservoir watershed is approximately 117 square miles and 
includes land in 12 different municipalities, all within Worcester County.  These include 
Boylston, Clinton, Holden, Hubbardston, Paxton, Princeton, Rutland, Sterling, West 
Boylston, Westminster, Leominster and Worcester.  The Reservoir was created in 1898 
by damming the southern branch of the Nashua River just north of Clinton to flood the 
Nashua River Valley.  
The majority of the Reservoir’s waters come from the watershed and are supplied 
by the Quinapoxet and Stillwater Basins.  However, almost 260 million gallons per day is 
sent about 30 miles by the MDC/DCR from the Quabbin Reservoir east to the Wachusett 
Reservoir.  The Reservoir has approximately 6.2 square miles of surface area with a mean 
depth of 49’, for a holding capacity of about 65 billion gallons.  Wachusett Reservoir 
serves as the final resting place for the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority, or the 
MWRA, before it is sent to 46 different communities around Boston.
 4
  Because Malden 
Brook empties into the Reservoir, the quality of the sediment in Edwards Pond is a very 
serious concern.  Although this project will not include a sediment analysis of a core 
sample taken from the pond, this will be required to ensure the safety of the reservoir. 
Figures 3, 4 & 5 show Malden Brook as it approaches the culvert that crosses 
Thomas Street and leads into the Wachusett Reservoir. 
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Figure 3 – Malden Brook at Wachusett Reservoir Entrance 
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Figure 4 – Malden Brook culvert entering Wachusett Reservoir 
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Figure 5 Malden Brook culvert entering Wachusett Reservoir 
 
2.3 Permitting 
The permitting process for Dam Removal can be very lengthy and expensive 
depending on site-specific conditions as well as the thoroughness and clarity of the 
application itself.   In 2007, The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Executive Office of 
Energy and Environmental Affairs published “Dam Removal in Massachusetts: A Basic 
Guide for Project Proponents” in an attempt to “help dam removal proponents maneuver 
through the initial conceptualization of the project, the feasibility studies, the permitting 
process and the funding avenues with greater ease and clarity.”  This 29-page document 
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contains a wealth of useful information to any group considering a dam removal, 
including some very helpful advice for the permitting process. 
After a feasibility study has been completed, there are three filings to be made: 
1. A Jurisdictional determination through a request letter to the Office of Dam 
Saftey (ODS) at the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) 
2. A Project Notification Form (PNF) to be filed with the Massachusetts 
Historic Commission (CHM), and 
3. Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) filing with an 
Environmental Notification Form (Only necessary if the ODS has deemed 
the dam to be jurisdictional, or if other MEPA thresholds are met.)
5
 
Massachusetts General Law Chapter 253 requires any persons constructing, repairing, 
altering, breaching, or removing a dam must obtain a Dam Safety Permit.  However, in 
the Code of Massachusetts Regulations, 302 CMR 10.03, a dam is defined as NOT being 
“any barrier which is not in excess of six feet in height, regardless of storage capacity, or 
which has a storage capacity at maximum water storage elevation not in excess of 15 
acre-feet, regardless of height.”  Since Edwards Pond is barely 6 feet in height, easily less 
than 15 acre-feet of volume, it is not classified as a dam, and therefore not necessary to 
file for a Chapter 253 Dam Safety Permit. 
Although Edwards Pond is exempt from 302 CMR 10.00, it is not exempt from the 
requirements of any other pertinent regulatory authority.  At any particular dam removal 
in Massachusetts, it is possible to require all or some of the following permits
5
: 
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 Notice of Intent with Local Conservation Commission – Wetlands Protection Act 
 Massachusetts Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) – Impact Report 
 Massachusetts Endagered Species Act – Natural Heritage and Endagered Species 
Program 
 Massachusetts DEP - 401 Water Quality Certificate 
 U.S. Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – Section 404 of Clean Water 
Act and Section 10 of Rivers and Harbors Act 
 Massachusetts DEP - Chapter 91Waterways License  
 Massachusetts coastal Zone Management – Federal consistency review 
 Environmental Protection Agency – National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System 
 Massachusetts DEP – Beneficial Use of Solid Waste Permit 
 Local Building and Other Permits 
In this particular case, the permitting process will be slightly easier because the 
property is owned and maintained by the Department of Conservation and Recreation.  
Having said this, it is still wise to only begin the permitting process after already having a 
full feasibility study and engineering design already mostly to fully completed, however 
many of the permits listed above will be not applicable, and others can be submitted 
concurrently to cut down on the time it takes to complete this process. 
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2.4 Cost Considerations 
   Cost considerations for each of the basic options will be discussed in the 
conclusion section The cost for removing a dam varies widely depending on the 
characteristics of the dam and the river system, as well as how long and involved the 
permitting process is.  It would be very hard to come up with an accurate estimate of the 
entire project, but similar projects can be looked at to acquire insight into how the owner, 
in this case the Massachusetts DCR, would like to proceed. 
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3.0 Methodology 
The goal of this project is to provide the DCR with a preliminary analysis of 
Edwards Pond as well as to identify and evaluate the options available to find the best 
outcome for the future of the Edwards Pond Dam.  This project focuses on the two most 
basic options available, even though there are many ways to execute both outcomes.  
Ultimately these two options are: 
1) Leave the dam as it is today, 
2) Partially or wholly remove the earthen embankment in an attempt to recreate 
what we can guess the landscape was before the dam was built 
In order to determine what course of action the DCR should take several 
objectives and related tasks must be accomplished: 
1. Research what is already standard for dam removal, such as the permitting 
required, modeling, hydraulic analysis, stream restoration, and sediment 
transport and quality. 
2. Gather information on Edwards Pond Dam such as water and sediment 
quantities, watershed data, dam dimensions, pond bathymetry, ecosystem 
characteristics, and any other relevant data on the area. 
3. Create hydraulic models for before and after removal of the dam including the 
path and flow rate of the stream and the general topography of the area. 
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4. Outline and elaborate on the different options available and recommend what 
would be the safest, most economically viable and environmentally 
responsible decision. 
 
3.1 Research Dam Removal 
The first objective is to gather information on what is already known about dam 
removal.  Much of these results are found in the Introduction and Background sections.  
Such information includes the necessary permits required to begin such a project and 
what initial data about the dam and surrounding water system should be gathered before 
removing the dam.  Information on restoring the affected area to its natural condition was 
also investigated.  Facts on hydraulic analysis and hydraulic modeling were researched, 
and furthermore, information on the effects on the ecosystem by removing a dam were 
explored. 
 
3.2 Collect Data on Edwards Pond Dam 
Secondly, information on Edwards Pond Dam needed to be collected to make 
informed decisions of how to remove the dam.  Boundaries of the watershed emptying 
into Edwards Pond were determined through the use of GIS or USGS maps so the area of 
concern could be defined.  Ecosystem characteristics such as plant and animal species 
that would be most affected and any other special considerations like endangered species 
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should be recorded.  The measurements of the dam itself were also collected for use in 
analysis. Hydraulic measurements such as the bathymetry of the pond, determined using 
measured depths of the pond, were needed for use in hydraulic analysis.   
 
3.4 Hydraulic Modeling 
Hydraulic modeling was necessary to the appropriate design flow that will occur if 
the dam is removed so as to ensure the safety of the structures, property, people and 
wildlife in the area.  Data on the soils, topographic information, streamflow and storm 
frequency are necessary to estimate an appropriate design. Flows were initially 
determined using an approach developed by the USGS for estimating flows from 
ungaged watershed, NRCS Methods were used to provide an additional estimate for flow. 
For the purposes of this analysis, the SMADA software package was used for estimating 
these flows.  These analyses provided a basis for confirming the capacity of the culvert 
downstream. 
  
3.5 Cost and Time Estimates 
The cost and length of time required to properly remove the Edwards Pond Dam 
was also taken into consideration.  Besides the environmental benefits associated with 
removing a dam, the savings for the owner is a driving force for dam removal.  The 
owner wants to save money on maintenance and repair costs and therefore the cost of 
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removal is a top concern.  Intertwined with cost is the time it will take to remove the dam, 
both of which are very important parameters to estimate before work begins and may 
decide whether the dam is removed at all. 
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4.0 Results 
 
 In order to accurately model the area around Edwards Pond, it was necessary to 
acquire data on the immediate and surrounding area.  Numerous site visits were made to 
visually inspect the area, collect survey data, and depths of the pond.  Along with site 
visits, both ArcMap GIS as well as AutoCAD were used to find measurements, 
topographic information, and soil data. 
 
4.1. Visual Inspection 
 
 On September 24, 2009 during the first of the site inspections, pictures, 
observations, and measurements were obtained of the road, culvert, stream, spillway and 
dam.  Edwards Pond lies approximately 200 feet south of Malden Road by the Crescent 
Street intersection.  The pond discharges into Malden Brook and crosses Malden Street 
through a stone culvert on its way to its eventual end in Wachusett Reservoir.  Malden 
Street, shown Figure 6, is a small road, approximately 20’ wide, located in a rural area of 
West Boylston. 
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Figure 6 – Malden Street at Malden Brook Culvert 
The culvert that accommodates the flow of the brook under the road is a large 
concern for the dam removal process.  The size of the culvert places a restraint on how 
much discharge can be allowed to pass through without causing a flood post-removal.  
The culvert was measured with a tape measure and found to be 10 feet wide at the mouth, 
narrows to 4’ as it passes under the road, widens to 6 feet and eventually back to 10 feet 
wide at the end.  Pictured below in Figure 7 is the culvert from the upstream side.  On the 
day of this visit, from the roof of the upstream side of the culvert to the surface of the 
water measured 4’6” and the depth of the stream was 6 inches. 
20 
 
  
 
 
Figure 7 – Malden Brook Culvert view from upstream 
Seen below in Figure 8, the area is marked as property of the Massachusetts DCR 
with a sign on a tree directly visible upon driving into the turnaround that serves as a 
parking lot located between the dam and the road.  
21 
 
 
Figure 8 – Signage at Edwards Pond 
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The stream itself comes over the spillway and travels about 250’ before reaching 
the road.  Directly under the spillway, the stream is moderately sloped, about 4-5’ feet 
wide with medium sized rocks and tree roots along the streambed. 
 
Figure 9 – Malden Brook flowing past spillway 
After about 50’ the stream takes an abrupt turn, almost 90 degrees and runs 
parallel to Malden Road for about 125 feet.  When the stream turns, it flattens 
significantly and widens out to about 10 feet.  During a site visit in early January after 
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heavy rains on top of an existing snow cover, it was observed that this portion of the 
stream widened to about 20’ to serve as a detention area for high-flow events.  Because 
of this flooding that occurs, the area around that portion of the stream has a thicker 
vegetative cover without the presence of the larger trees that can be seen along the upper 
rockier portion of the stream.  As well as being informed by the DCR that beavers have 
caused problems in the area by creating their own dams in the past, it was also evident 
that beavers inhabited the area by the amount of drift wood along the banks of the stream 
as well as felled trees around the perimeter of the pond. 
 
Figure 10 – Malden Brook between spillway and culvert 
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After the flat, wide section that occurs after the steep section at the mouth of the 
spillway, the stream then takes a sharp turn, this time traveling about 75’ back towards 
Malden Road and the culvert.  As the stream approaches the culvert it narrows down 
slightly, remaining at about 10’ wide.  During the same January wet weather event 
mentioned before, this last portion of the stream was observed to widen only slightly, but 
its depth increased significantly from the 6” measured on the day pictured to 
approximately 24”.  Figure 11 below shows the stream as it approaches the culvert from 
where it turns back toward the road.  On the left side of the picture there looks to be a 
small area of water joining the stream.  This is because during the second portion of the 
stream, when it widens significantly, the stream has started to make a new path that cuts 
more directly toward the culvert.  This portion is only about 2 feet at its widest, though it 
looks to be getting wider as the stream continues to carve a new path for itself.  
25 
 
 
Figure 11 – Malden Brook approaching Malden Street 
 The spillway in Figure 12 consists of a sharp crested weir, made of what looks to 
be iron, at the end of the earthen embankment with cement structures on either side.  The 
spillway (including cement structures) is about 15’ wide.  The weir itself consists of two 
4’wide 12” high iron plates side by side held together with a pin structure on top of an 
18” cement foundation. 
26 
 
 
Figure 12 – Edwards Pond Dam spillway 
 The dam itself, shown in Figure 13,is an earthen embankment about 130’ long, 6’ 
high and 6’wide along the top.  Although it cannot be known what the dam is actually 
made of without actually digging into it, because of the old age of the dam and the area it 
is located suggest that the embankment was created with large boulders at the base with 
smaller rocks, sediment and plant life holding it together.  If this assumption holds true or 
not will have a great impact on the ultimate decision made regarding the removal of the 
dam, and if possible a test pit will need to be dug in order to ascertain the true make up of 
the dam.  Also, there are numerous large trees growing out of the side of the dam, the 
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largest of which with a diameter of about 3’ at shoulder height can be seen on the left side 
of the picture showing the top of the earthen dam below.  The existence of these larger 
trees will increase the cost of removal as well as impose design considerations during the 
decision making process.   
 
Figure 13 – Edwards Pond Dam 
 On October 20
th
 with the assistance of Environmental Engineer Dave Getman of 
the DCR, numerous depths of the pond were obtained using a small rowboat, a weight on 
a string, a tape measure and a handheld GPS device provided by the DCR.  The boat was 
launched and measurements were taken intermittently across the pond, lowering the 
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weighted string to the top of the sediment, measuring its length, and marking the location 
using the GPS device.  Eleven depths and their locations were recorded using this 
method.  Mr. Getman then sent along a GIS file containing an approximate outline of the 
pond with the depth locations marked on the pond. 
 As well as the depths acquired from the center of the pond, measurements were 
also taken along the edge of the pond at the spillway, both ends of the earthen dam, and 
the center of the earthen dam.  These depths did not need to be located using the GPS as 
they can be accurately placed by their relation to the dam.  At the points along the edge of 
the pond, both the depth from the surface of the water to the top of the sediment build up 
as well as the distance from the surface of the water to the bottom of the sediment build 
up were measured.  The depth to the bottom of the sediment was acquired using a long 
piece of iron rebar and a tape measure after the water depth was acquired using the 
weight on a string method from above.  Unfortunately, because the process of measuring 
down to the bottom of the sediment stirred up so much dirt making the water too murky 
to see through, sediment depths were not able to be measured at the depth locations in the 
center of the pond.   
 Below, in Figure 14, is a hand drawn sketch of Edward Pond created by using 
coordinates from the AutoCAD drawing discussed further in Section 4.2.  The depths 
were used to create estimated contour lines describing the bottom of the pond. 
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Figure 14 – Sketch of Edwards Pond with pond depths 
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4.2 Topography 
 
 The topography of the area needs to be taken into consideration both on a small 
scale, focusing directly at the site, and on a larger scale that looks at the area further up 
and downstream of the dam in order to predict what will happen when the dam is 
removed.  Maps of the area on both scales were used in addition to an on-site survey to 
determine more precise elevation changes in the area from the dam to the culvert. 
The DCR provided a survey
6
 of the property showing accurate property lines and 
an approximation of the Malden Brook and Edwards Pond.  This was scanned and the 
image was used to create an AutoCAD drawing that enabled measurements to be 
determined much easier. 
 Next, a topographic map
7
 was imported to the same AutoCAD drawing, scaled 
and centered on top of the survey map.  This was used to create a profile of the stream by 
measuring the distance between the 3-meter contour lines on the map shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 15 – Topographic Map of Edwards Pond and surrounding area 
These measurements, found in Appendix 7.1, allow for a profile of the stream to 
be drawn from the dam as it travels from Wachusett Reservoir all the way to the culvert 
at Malden Street.  This provides the total length of the stream of 3,900 feet as well as the 
slope of the stream as it travels toward the Reservoir, as shown below in Figure 16.  The 
maximum slope is 9.29% with an overall average slope of 2.74%.  Because the 
topographic map had contours that were 3-meter (or 10-foot) intervals in elevation, and 
there was considerable difficulty in discerning the contour lines (especially in the area 
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closest to the dam), the profile is limited accuracy.  This is most evident from the 3,000 
foot reach located between the reservoir and the road.  From visual inspection of the area 
downstream of the culvert, the stream is not likely as flat as it is shown in the profile.  
The profile shows a 400’ stretch with a 0.00% slope, then a 176’ section with 5.59% 
slope, followed by 119’ more of no elevation change, and finally a 156’ long portion with 
a slope of 6.31%.  This is more accurately represented by a more consistent slope.  When 
the 852’ foot long section described is taken as a whole, the average slope across that 
area comes to be 2.34%, a much more representative number of the overall slope.   
 
Figure 16 – Profile of Malden Brook from Wachusett Reservoir to Malden Road 
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A profile was also created from a simple elevation survey performed on the site.  
This elevation survey used a station and a leveling rod to measure the difference in 
elevations at numerous points along the stream and the dam.  It was determined that the 
streambed at the mouth of the culvert is approximately 16’ lower in elevation than the top 
of the earthen dam, and about 15’ lower than the spillway.  This drop in elevation occurs 
over a stream length of about 250’.  This number was acquired from the AutoCAD 
drawing prepared because an accurate length of the stream from spillway to culvert was 
not able to be obtained in the field due to the short length of the tape measure as well as 
the challenges posed by the vegetation and deadwood along the sides of the stream.  
It was determined that the streambed immediately downstream of the culvert is 
about 1 foot lower than the mouth of the culvert.  Although the other measurements were 
obtained using the station and leveling rod, this had to be determined with the tape 
measure because the leveling rod was barely too short to obtain a reading, so the accuracy 
of the measurement is questionable.  A few of the readings were unable to be taken from 
the stream bed itself due to visual obstruction by trees and leaves, and instead these 
values were taken from the streambed as close to the stream as possible and then adjusted 
to approximate the bottom of the stream.  The points that were taken from the side of the 
stream were observed to be consistently about 2’ higher than the stream bed.  Using the 
point downstream of the culvert as the zero elevation point, the profile in Figure 17 was 
created using the data which can be found in Appendix 7.2. 
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Figure 17 – Malden Brook Profile from Malden Street Culvert to Spillway 
4.3 Culvert Capacity 
 The maximum capacity of the culvert is essential in order to determine when the 
amount of flow is too much for the culvert to handle.   This was determined using a 
simple approach.  In this case Manning’s Equation was applied as an approximate 
approach to quantify flow: 
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 Q = Flow (cfs) 
 n = Manning’s coefficient (-) 
 A = Cross-Sectional area of culvert (ft2) 
 R = hydraulic radius (ft) = A/P 
 P = wetted perimeter 
 S = slope (ft/ft) 
The culvert was sized by hand measurement and found to be 4’ wide and 5’high at 
its narrowest point.  At this narrowest or restricting point of the culvert, it is shown to 
have a cross sectional area A = to 20 ft.
2
, and when flowing at full capacity, the wetted 
perimeter is equal to the perimeter of the same cross section giving P = 18’.  These are 
then used to find the hydraulic radius, R = 1.11’. 
The average slope, S, was determined using the onsite measurement of a 1’ drop in 
elevation from mouth to outlet and a channel length of 22’.  A 1’ drop over 22’ gives a 
slope S = 0.0454.  Finally a Manning’s coefficient of 0.015 was assumed for the stone 
culvert best described as “brickwork” in a standard Manning’s coefficient table.  Using 
these data, the maximum capacity flow for the culvert is calculated: 
𝑄 =  
1.486
𝑛
𝐴𝑅
2
3𝑆
1
2 
𝑄 =  
1.486
. 015
 20  1.11 
2
3 0.0454 
1
2 
𝑄 = 453 𝑐𝑓𝑠 
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This flow is assumed to be the highest allowable flow that can be handled during a 
design flood.  This number is an estimate and should be used as a guideline for 
preliminary decision making. 
4.4 Hydrology and Hydraulics 
 The hydrologic considerations for this project are essential in order to obtain an 
accurate prediction of flows that will occur at the point of interest after the removal of the 
dam.  This task involves investigating the drainage basin contributing runoff flows to 
Malden Brook and eventually Edwards Pond.  Basin characteristics were determined to 
find the information necessary to develop an adequate design flow.  The estimated design 
flows will be calculated using hydraulic methods, mainly Manning’s equation. 
4.4.1 Design Flood 
 
 The PMF or the Possible Maximum Flood is a value often used in hydrology that 
represents the highest flood that can be expected over a particular area during most 
intense storm that can be predicted in order to obtain a safe design flow.  The PMF occurs 
with the Possible Maximum Precipitation, or PMP, which the USACE defines in 
Hydrometeorlogical Report (HMR) 52 as “theoretically the greatest depth of precipitation 
for a given duration that is physically possible over a given size storm area at a particular 
geographical location at a certain time of the year.”7   This simply means that the highest 
flow conditions will only occur as often as the highest precipitation amounts occur.   
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HMR-51 provides hyetographs, generalized for all seasons, which allow the user 
to visually identify the PMP of any area east of the 105
th
 meridian.  The following is an 
example of an all-season PMP map for a drainage area of 10mi
2
 over 6 hours: 
 
Figure 18 – All-Season PMP (inches) for 6 hours, 10 mi2 
 This map shows a PMP of 25” for central Massachusetts.  Even though this 
number is meant to be used as an extreme value representing the highest possible 
precipitation total the area could see, this estimate is much too conservative for this 
particular situation.  Because the area between Edwards Pond and Wachusett Reservoir 
contains no property to damage or human life to endanger, a more realistic, less intense 
design storm can be used.   
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The 100-year storm was determined to be a more appropriate gauge, and using 
data provided in the “Hydrology Handbook for Conservation Commissioners” published 
by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
8
, the table shown below 
shows appropriate design storms for each county in Massachusetts with varying return 
periods.  Edwards Pond, located in Worcester County, would then warrant a 24-hour even 
with a 100 year return period of 6.5”.  It is possible that a lesser design flow, perhaps one 
associated with a 50-year return period may be appropriate for this case.  However for the 
purposes of this report, a 100-year storm is used as an estimate. 
 
Table 1 – Adjusted Technical Paper 40 Design Storms for 24-hour event in Massachusetts by County 
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4.4.2 Basin Characteristics 
 Dave Getman of the DCR provided an ArcMap GIS file delineating the watershed 
upstream of Edwards Pond.  The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) also provides a free 
online program called StreamStats which will draw the contributing watershed for any 
point on their maps, calculate basin characteristics and streamflow predictions using 
regression equations.  This program was used to ensure the validity of the data from the 
compiled GIS files used to find much of these data.  In ArcMap it was determined that 
the basin had an area of 2,325,099 m
2
, or about 0.89 mi
2
.  StreamStats calculated and 
displayed the basin for the same area and resulted in a basin, with an area of 0.92 mi
2
, 
almost identical to that provided by the DCR. 
GIS data layers for the land use and soils in the basin are available for free to 
download on the Massachusetts GIS website.  The land use layer shows the ways that the 
various land areas are being used including forest, cropland, low-density residential, 
wetlands and numerous others.  In a similar manner the soils layer delineates which soils 
occur in which portions of the basin as well as giving a brief description of the soil type 
and slope of the land.   
4.4.3 Weighted Curve Number 
 
 Different land uses produce different amounts of runoff during wet weather 
events.  Land with more impervious area, usually buildings, driveways, parking lots etc. 
will contribute the most runoff, while lands with more vegetation will allow the rain to 
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infiltrate the ground at a higher rate.  Pervious lands with sandy, gravelly soils have a 
higher rate of water transmission and will contribute less runoff to Malden Brook, while 
soils that are silty or clay will prevent water from infiltrating the ground, therefore 
contributing more runoff to the brook.  To account for the difference in runoff due to soil 
composition and land use, areas are given values called curve numbers that are meant to 
estimate how much precipitation will infiltrate the soil and how much will runoff into the 
stream network.  Areas with high curve numbers around 100 are areas that contribute all 
of its rainfall to the total runoff (wetlands, streams, impervious ground).   
 For calculation of the curve number, all soils are divided into 4 different 
hydrologic groups (A, B, C, D) which take into account how much storm water infiltrates 
the soil and how much is contributed to the runoff total.  Group A consists of soils high in 
gravel and sand with high rates of infiltration, while the rate of infiltration is lowest in 
soils in category D.  There are 11 different types of soils found in the Edwards Pond 
basin: Walpole (C), Canton (B), Chatfield-Hollis (C), Merrimack (A), Sudbury (B), 
Paxton (C), Hinckley (A), Woodbridge (C), Agawam (B), and Windsor (A).  These soils 
were matched with the land uses and then assigned an appropriate CN value
9
, obtained 
from Table 2.     
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Description 
Average % 
Impervious 
Curve Number by 
Hydrologic Soil 
Group Typical Land Uses 
A B C D 
Residential (High 
Density) 
65 77 85 90 92 
Multi-family, 
Apartments, Condos, 
Trailer Parks 
Residential (Med. 
Density) 
30 57 72 81 86 
Single-Family, Lot Size 
¼ to 1 acre 
Residential (Low 
Density) 
15 48 66 78 83 
Single-Family, Lot Size 1 
acre and Greater 
Commercial 85 89 92 94 95 
Strip Commercial, 
Shopping Ctrs, 
Convenience Stores 
Industrial 72 81 88 91 93 
Light Industrial, Schools, 
Prisons, Treatment Plants 
Disturbed/Transitional 5 76 85 89 91 
Gravel Parking, Quarries, 
Land Under Development 
Agricultural 5 67 77 83 87 
Cultivated Land, Row 
crops, Broadcast 
Legumes 
Open Land – Good 5 39 61 74 80 
Parks, Golf Courses, 
Greenways, Grazed 
Pasture 
Meadow 5 30 58 71 78 
Hay Fields, Tall Grass, 
Ungrazed Pasture 
Woods (Thick Cover) 5 30 55 70 77 
Forest Litter and Brush 
adequately cover soil 
Woods (Thin Cover) 5 43 65 76 82 
Light Woods, Woods-
Grass combination, Tree 
Farms 
Impervious 95 98 98 98 98 
Paved Parking, Shopping 
Malls, Major Roadways 
Water 100 100 100 100 100 
Water Bodies, Lakes, 
Ponds, Wetlands 
 
Table 2 – Land Use categories and associated Curve Numbers   
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 To find the adjusted curve number for the basin, the basin was divided up into sub-
areas using data from the MassGIS website, with each sub-area having its own land use.  
Each different land use was measured for its area and assigned the soil that best 
represents the land consists of, then a curve number was assigned each individual area.  
These data were entered in an excel file, and the final curve number was obtained using 
the equation below by weighting each areas individual curve number by how much of the 
entire basin it makes up.   
𝐶𝑁 =   𝐶𝑁𝑖 ∗ 𝐴𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1
 /  𝐴𝑛
𝑛
𝑖=1
 
CN = Weighted Basin Curve Number 
CNi = Curve Number for each specific Sub-Area 
Ai = Area of Specific Land Use Sub-Area 
 These data can be found in Appendix 7.3, where it is shown that the adjusted CN 
value for the Edwards Pond Basin comes out to be 60.   
4.4.4 Time of Concentration 
  
The next step is finding the time of concentration for the basin.  For this a 
computer application was used called SMADA (Stormwater Management and Design 
Aid), created in 1984 by the University of Central Florida
10
 to help with the many times 
tedious and repetitive computations involved with hydrology problems.  SMADA 
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features a time of concentration calculator which requires the user to enter several data 
values and returns a total time of concentration.  The time of concentration or Tc 
represents the amount of time it takes for the entire watershed to contribute runoff to the 
outlet of the basin, in this case the culvert at Malden Street.  This is accomplished by 
calculating how long it takes for runoff to travel from the farthest point in the basin all 
the way down to the culvert.  To ensure that it takes the longest amount of time a point in 
the basin is chosen as far away from the outlet as possible.  This path is shown below in 
Figure19. 
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Figure 19 – Longest path for storm runoff in Edwards Pond Basin 
Once the design path was determined, USGS’s online StreamStats program was used to 
create a profile of the chosen path in order to obtain the length and elevation changes of 
the design path. Ultimately, three times were calculated because during a rain storm 
runoff flows in three different ways and therefore three different times need to be 
calculated and summed to obtain the total time of concentration for the basin. 
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Conservatively, up to the first 300 feet of flow takes place under sheet flow 
conditions which is the slowest of all three.  To compute the time for this section, 
SMADA requires a Manning’s coefficient applicable to the land in question (forest in the 
case), the length of flow (300’), the two year 24-hour rainfall (3.0” from Table 1), and the 
slope which was determined from StremStats to be 0.03.   
After sheet flow, the runoff begins shallow concentrated flow until it reaches the 
main stream corridor.  This occurs when the runoff flows through swails or along 
roadsides, and for this case shallow concentrated flow will occur for a length of 1,350.  
To calculate the portion of the time of concentration, SMADA requires the flow length 
(1350’), the slope (0.29 from StreamStats), and the velocity.  A conservative estimate of 
2 f/s was used.  
The last type of flow is open channel stream flow.  SMADA calculates this portion 
of the time of concentration using Manning’s equation.  Manning’s equation requires 
Manning’s roughness coefficient, which is used to take into account for the roughness of 
the channel bottom.  A value of 0.035 was taken from the category “Earth channel – 
stony, cobbles” in a standard Manning’s coefficient table11.  Also required were the 
channel slope (0.07 from StreamStats), the remaining flow length to the outlet (6092’), 
the cross-sectional area of the stream (10.3 ft
2
) and the wetted perimeter of the stream 
(9.4’).  These last two data were found using an AutoCAD sketch of field measurements 
shown below in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 – Cross-Section of Malden Brook 
   
Once all the data are entered in the appropriate area of SMADA’s time of 
concentration worksheet, the total time of concentration was found to be 0.71 hours or 42 
minutes. 
 
4.4.5 Maximum Flow Estimation - Hydrograph 
 The SMADA program was then used to create a hydrograph based on an SCS 
Type III rainfall distribution for the 100-year 24-hour rainfall of 6.5”.  Hydrographs are 
hydrological tools that are used to display the amount of outflow to be expected for a 
given watershed, storm intensity, and rainfall distribution.  Before creating a hydrograph, 
SMADA first needs to create a hyetograph.  This is done by creating a rainfall 
distribution specifying a 24 hour rain period with a total rainfall of 6.5” and using 30 
minute time steps.   A hyetograph depicts how much of the 6.5” of rain fell during each 
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30 minute time step.  It is clear that the most rainfall comes in the exact middle of the 24 
hour period.   
 
Figure 21 – Rainfall Hyetograph for 24-hour, 100-year storm event in Edwards Pond subbasin 
 
   After modeling the design storm, SMADA was then used to create a hydrograph 
displaying the outflow expected for a 24-hour, 100-year storm event of a storm with 
distribution SCS type III.  These data can be found in Figure 23 below. 
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Figure 22 – Hydrograph for 24-hour, 100-year storm event in Edwards Pond subbasin 
 This application returned a very abrupt peak flow 513 cfs leaving Edwards Pond.  
However, it should be noted that this graph represents the flow to the culvert if the stream 
was unimpeded by the dam at Edwards Pond.  With the capacity calculated in Section 4.3 
the culvert can pass a maximum flow of approximately 453 cfs.  This means that the 
predicted design flow would be too much for the culvert to handle if the dam was 
removed.   
  SMADA was then used to model the characteristics of the pond and weir 
shape to predict the flow to the culvert with consideration to the dam and spillway.  To 
accomplish this SMADA needs information on the size of the pond and spillway.  The 
pond size of 64,644 ft
2
 was acquired from the AutoCAD drawing created using the 
professional survey and topography map.  A screenshot of the AutoCAD drawing is 
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shown in Figure 24 depicting the outline of the pond and the properties table along the 
left side displaying the calculated area.  
 
Figure 23 – Screenshot of property survey and topography map in AutoCAD drawing 
  During the visual site inspection, the dimensions of the spillway were found to be 
8’ wide by 2.5’ high.  SMADA also asks for the shape of the pond and the slopes of the 
pond bottom.  A simple rectangular shape with constant 2 to 1side slopes was assumed as 
a general representation of the size and shape of the pond.   
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After entering these data into the pond characteristics, SMADA then produces 
values for predicted inflow and outflow of Edwards Pond and plots them together for 
visual comparison, shown in Figure 25.  In this relation the outflow, or the rate of water 
coming over the spillway and impacting the culvert downstream, is lower than the inflow 
because the pond is retaining a portion of the runoff and lessening the impact on the 
culvert.     
 
Figure 24 – 24-hour, 100-year storm event hydrograph showing pond retention capacity 
 Because the peak is so abrupt, the graph can be difficult to discern.  However, at 
the time of peak flow, the inflow is at 513 cfs and the pond has reduced the maximum 
outflow to approximately 473 cfs.  This shows that the dam does serve to reduce the 
amount of flow entering the culvert that can result during this 100-year storm.  However 
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the outflow from the pond is still greater than the capacity for the current culvert of 453 
cfs.   
4.4.6 Maximum Flow Estimation – Distribution Curve 
 
 A distribution curve uses statistical analyses of recorded streamflow data at a 
specific location to predict the probability of a given streamflow of occurring.  Usually 
this information is obtained by stream gauge which takes readings over an extended 
period of time.  However, there is no stream gauge at Edwards Pond so a distribution 
curve was built using data provided with the help of USGS Research Hydrologist Stacey 
Archfield, Ph.D.   
Dr. Archfield and her colleagues developed The Massachusetts Sustainable-Yield 
Estimator in late 2009
12
, a tool meant to estimate unregulated streamflows at ungaged 
stream sites in Massachusetts, however the program was still in first draft form at the 
time of the completion of this document.  The program required the latitude and 
longitude of the culvert, which was easily attainable using Google Earth, and produced 
estimated mean daily streamflows for a 42-year period from 1960 to 2002.  These 
estimates are based on highly complicated statistical methods combined with observed 
flows from existing stream and river gauges in the surrounding area.  Also, the estimates 
are assuming that the dam does not exist and the stream is flowing naturally.  This means 
the flow estimates will be higher than what would be expected at the culvert with the dam 
in place because it is not taking into account the storage capability of Edwards Pond.   
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The SMADA program includes a distribution analysis tool that fits probability 
distributions to streamflow data over an extended period of time to create a graph 
showing the return probability of high streamflows using multiple distribution types, 
including normal, 2-parameter log normal, 3-parameter log normal, Pearson type III, log 
Pearson type III, and Gumbel type I.  The highest three estimated mean daily streamflows 
from the USGS data were used to create distribution graphs.  SMADA was used to plot 
the data points that were input against the distribution curves developed using all the 
distribution types.  The Log Pearson Type III curve best modeled the estimated 
streamflows and is shown below. 
 
Figure 25 – Log Pearson Type III modeled distribution curve 
The graph can be confusing to the reader because it actually depicts the probability 
(x-axis) of streamflows with a specific flow value (y-axis in cfs) NOT to occur.  For 
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example, where the distribution curve’s slope increases dramatically exceeds 200 cfs, the 
reading from the x-axis is approximately 0.995 meaning there is a 99.5% chance this 
would not occur in a given year.  Alternatively, this indicates that there is only a 0.05% 
chance of a mean daily streamflow of 200 cfs occurring.  This means a 100-year event 
would have a 1% percent chance of occurring.  Along with the graph, SMADA provides 
a table including streamflow predictions for several notable return periods shown below. 
Probability 
Return Period 
(yrs) 
Estimated Mean Daily 
Streamflows (cfs) 
Standard Deviation 
0.995 200 219.38 45.0849 
0.99 100 189.15 32.6272 
0.98 50 159.56 22.5853 
0.96 25 130.72 14.9385 
0.9 10 93.92 8.3497 
0.8 5 67.18 5.5262 
0.667 3 48.06 4.0456 
0.5 2 32.98 2.9093 
 
Table 3 – Daily mean streamflows for selected return periods 
 Continuing to use a 100-year event as the design flow, this method shows that the 
mean daily streamflow is 189.15 cfs.  This flow is under the culvert’s capacity limit of 
453 cfs, meaning that the culvert will be able to safely pass the flows from this storm 
through it.  However the estimates are for the mean daily streamflow, which means that 
over the 24 hours of the occurrence of a 100-year event there will be some times with 
much higher streamflows that may rise above the capacity of the culvert.  This estimated 
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mean daily streamflow and the sharp peak that comes with an SCS Type III storm, 
validates that peak flows can be expected of the magnitude estimated using the SCS 
method in Section 4.4.5. 
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5.0 Evaluation of Alternatives and Recommendations 
This section identifies, evaluates and discusses the available alternatives for the 
future of Edwards Pond.  The decision whether or not to remove just about any dam 
relies on two central issues: safety and cost.  It is necessary to determine the safety and 
cost constraints posed on each dam site specifically. Edwards Pond is no different, and 
these considerations are discussed first.   
5.1 Safety Considerations 
 
In this case limited safety concerns arise.  After the stream passes under Malden 
Street, it has a clear unimpeded path along its 3,900’ path to Wachusett Reservoir.  
Downstream of the Malden Street culvert, there are no more roads to cross, and the 
stream only comes within 200’ of 6 residences.  There being no eminent threat to human 
life or property, ensuring that the dam removal does not raise expected flows to levels 
that will cause a culvert failure and the resulting flood damage to Malden Street is the 
only prominent safety concern.  There are approximately 30 residences on the east side of 
Malden Brook whose only access road is Malden Street, so a washout or damage to the 
road is a real concern. 
In Section 4.3 the capacity for the stone culvert running under Malden Street was 
calculated to be approximately 453 cfs.  In Section 4.4.1 the design storm was determined 
to be a 100-year storm at 6.5” over a 24 hour period.  SMADA was then used to 
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determine the flows to be expected at the culvert with the dam and spillway in use as well 
as the expected flows if the dam were to be removed.  The flow expected during the 
design flood with the dam in place is 473 cfs and 513 cfs without the dam.  The validity 
of these estimates were supported by the analysis in Section 4.4.6 of Dr. Archfield’s data 
that yielded an estimated mean daily streamflow of 189 cfs during a 100-year event.  
These flows pose the largest safety concern, as the data indicate that whether or 
not the dam is removed, the design flood still exceeds the estimated culvert capacity.  
Based on these results, the condition would be unsafe and could potentially cause flood 
waters doing serious damage to Malden Street from erosion of the soils under the road on 
the downstream side of Malden Street.  Also, under these extreme flow conditions the 
dam and spillway are at risk of breaching and causing a flood that does damage to 
Malden Street as well as the stream corridor on the way to Wachusett Reservoir.   
5.2 Cost Considerations 
 
The cost constraints rely on a wider range of variables including design, 
permitting, and labor.  The dam removal design will include standard engineering costs to 
produce a complete layout plan.  Also the design will include the cost of the required 
water, soil and sediment tests that will be required for permitting agencies such as the 
EPA, DEP, MassDEP, USACE, et al.  The labor costs, like the design costs, will rely 
mostly on how easily the equipment is able to be brought onto the site as well as how 
much land will be disturbed during the removal.  The permitting process can be an 
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extremely long and expensive process depending on the location and site considerations 
of the dam.   
The scope of the permitting process is often the mitigating factor of whether a dam 
is removed or not.  Edwards Pond has some advantages in this field that could result in a 
shorter and less costly permitting process.  First and foremost, the dam is owned and 
maintained by the DCR which works directly to protect the Wachusett Reservoir water 
supply and watershed.  If the DCR determines it is not only a safe but environmentally 
sound decision to remove the dam, the permitting agency, who the DCR most likely has 
worked with in the past on numerous other projects, is more likely to give an approval.  
Also, the stream has a limited number of abutting properties and almost none which are 
directly impacted by a change in the stream channel, and therefore it is less likely for 
public disapproval.  Eventually the decision depends on the DCR’s anticipated cost of the 
permitting process and the amount of money available to undergo such a project.     
5.3 Evaluation of Alternatives 
 After the costs and safety considerations are recognized, the options for repair or 
removal of the Edwards Pond Dam can be addressed.  These options include: 
 Option 1: Leave Edwards Pond Dam Intact, or 
 Options 2: Remove the Edwards Pond Dam 
This section summarizes both these options. 
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5.3.1 Option 1: Leave Edwards Pond Dam Intact 
 In this situation the earthen embankment and iron crested weir would remain as 
they are today, leaving the DCR with the charge of immediate and future maintenance.   
It is clear from the pictures shown in section 4.1, this dam, if it is to be kept, will 
need some maintenance in the near future.  There are many trees growing from the base 
as well as the slope of the embankment, some of them upwards of 6” in diameter.  Not 
only will the removal of these trees be costly due to the difficulties of getting equipment 
from the road and over the stream, but if the roots of the larger trees are embedded into 
the dam it may cause a breach of the dam during the removal.  This poses numerous 
health and safety hazards in itself and could cause the cost of safely removing the trees 
while leaving the dam in place to equal or exceed the cost of removing the dam.   
Also, the results of the SMADA analysis performed showed that the hydrograph 
of the basin including Edwards Pond and the hydrograph of the basin as if it were a 
natural stream barely showed a difference in the outflow produced.  This means that the 
presence of the dam would not prevent a failure of the culvert during a flood event.  Any 
storm that would cause damage to downstream structures or property would inevitably 
cause the same damage with or without the dam in place.  It seems this would most likely 
be caused by the build-up of sediment near the spillway and the embankment, 
diminishing the weir’s ability to hold back as much water. 
Couple the environmental push to restore more land to its natural state with 
another environmental benefit, the increased ability for fish passage, and it would seem 
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that leaving the dam in place would not be a viable option.  However, a very important 
point this project did not go into depth on is the sediment quantity and quality that exists 
in Edwards Pond.  If the dam is removed, fully or partially, it will be inevitable that 
sediment will travel the short ¾ of a mile to the Wachusett Reservoir.  The sediment will 
have to be tested carefully to ensure no harmful particles make their way into what serves 
as drinking water of thousands of Massachusetts residents.  The land uses in the basin are 
predominately forest and low density residential and absolutely no industry, which is 
favorable for avoiding the accumulation of toxic sediment.  Although it may be unlikely 
that anything dangerous is in the sediment in Edwards Pond the fact that the reservoir is 
downstream will cause the permitting process to be more detailed and therefore the costs 
greater.   
5.3.2 Option 2: Remove Edwards Pond Dam 
 Options 2 would involve the removal of either a portion or the entire structure of 
the Edwards Pond Dam.  If this option is chosen, the Department of Conservation and 
Recreation would be undergoing a process involving the design, permitting and execution 
of a safe plan to remove Edwards Pond Dam either partially or in its entirety.   
 The removal of the dam comes with many more advantages than leaving the dam 
in place.  There are various environmental advantages to the removal of the dam 
including the return of this land to a more natural state and increased fish passage going 
both upstream and down.  Removing the dam would also benefit the engineering 
community at large as it would become an excellent source of research on the dam 
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removal process.  If the dam is removed, the danger of the embankment or spillway 
breaching during an intense storm is removed.  Also, without the dam there will be much 
less required maintenance to be performed by the DCR.  The only disadvantage to 
removing the dam is the cost.  The cost of removing the dam will be much higher than 
simply performing the required maintenance to bring the dam back to a safe condition.   
 If the dam is to be removed, it is then to be determined the extents of the removal.  
It seems from site visits that removing the spillway and about 20 feet of the embankment 
would accomplish the same end as if the entire embankment were removed.  Removing 
the entire dam would only cause an increase to the cost of removal.  Figure 26 below 
shows an AutoCAD portrayal of the portion of the dam that would need to be removed.  
It is recognized that additional detailed analyses are necessary to fully assess the best 
route and channel stabilization techniques required to maintain a stable channel that 
provides a healthy ecosystem.   
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Figure 26 – Recommended portion of Edwards Pond Dam to be removed 
 
5.4 Discussion of Alternatives 
 
 It should be noted here that this report is meant to serve as a preliminary 
investigation into the current status of Edwards Pond and requires more in depth design 
analyses to be performed before any plan is put into motion.  After completion of this 
analysis and discussion, this report’s recommendation is for the design and 
implementation of a new, larger culvert that is sized to handle the flows seen during a 
100-year storm in conjunction with the removal of the spillway and part of the dam.  This 
recommendation is based on the results of hydrologic and hydraulic design calculations.   
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The old age and poor condition of Edwards Pond Dam pose a threat of the dam 
failing without the completion of major rehabilitation.  This condition raises concerns 
regarding the sediment that could be transported into the Wachusett Reservoir.  In the 
event of a dam failure, the sediment will be transported downstream before anything can 
be done to stop it.  This is another reason for the dam to be removed in a safe, planned 
manner.  It also means that thorough sediment testing should be done no matter what 
decision is made so in case a toxic substance is found to be in Edwards Pond the DCR 
can move proactively to remove the sediment and dispose of it properly. 
 As noted previously, this analysis showed this culvert will need to be replaced 
regardless of the fate of the dam and spillway since it was found that the design flow 
likely exceeds the culvert’s flow capacity.  If the culvert were to fail during a flood event, 
Malden Street would be at risk of undergoing extensive erosion damage that might 
require costly repairs while causing transportation problems to the residents whose only 
access to their homes is Malden Street.  This is yet another demonstration of how a 
planned removal of the dam and reconstruction of the culvert should be done as soon as 
possible.   
 The removal of the dam will likely cause changes to the course stream channel 
itself will take as it goes through the area that is currently Edwards Pond.  Figure 27 
contains a drawing created using AutoCAD (oriented with north facing upward along the 
page) that show two of the possible paths the stream will take in the event the dam is the 
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removed.  There were three low points in the pond that were measured on site are marked 
with magenta X’s. 
 
Figure 27 – Proposed Possible Paths for Malden Brook 
 Figure 27 shows the two most likely paths that the stream will result in after 
removal.  The possible stream channel on the left side of the picture is shown to follow 
the current stream from the south and then turning in towards the low point of the stream, 
then returning to its current path.  The path on the right side shows what seems the most 
likely path the stream once took before the dam was built.  Even though it is usually 
preferable to model the new stream corridor on the historical direction the stream took, it 
was recommended that the stream be routed through the area where the spillway exists.  
If the dam is removed where the magenta stream crosses it, the extent of the construction 
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will be very close to the neighboring property line, which could bring up unwanted 
permitting issues as well as cause the abutters to possibly oppose the removal all 
together.  Also, that part of the dam is harder to get construction equipment into and is 
next to a very steep slope that rises to meet the neighboring house. 
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6.0 Summary 
 
 Based on this analysis, the culvert downstream of the dam was found to have an 
insufficient flow capacity for the 100-year design flood whether the dam remains in place 
or not.  This conclusion is based on a very high flow rate that comes from an intense 
storm with a very small probability of actually occurring.  The design flow used in this 
analysis range upwards of 500 fps, which is a very conservative figure, meaning that if 
the dam and culvert are left in the current condition, a flood equal to the design flows 
may never occur.  The DCR will need to decide if they deem it necessary to allow for 
these incredibly high flows, or if it will be acceptable to use a lesser design storm such as 
a 50-year storm.  However, using the 100-year storm, it is evident that the Malden Brook 
culvert crossing Malden Street requires replacement with a more appropriate sized 
culvert due to the danger of flood damage in the event of a design storm. It is also 
recommended that additional projects be completed to address the requirements and 
technical considerations associated with dam removal in more detail. 
Given the age, lack of purpose and state of disrepair that the dam has fallen into it 
would appear that the removal of the dam would be a valuable approach.  If the removal 
of Edwards Pond Dam is to be undertaken, it can be used as a great source of information 
and case study for other small dam owners in Massachusetts.   
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8.0 Appendices 
8.1 Elevation Change of Malden Brook from Wachusett Reservoir to Malden 
Street 
 
Distance along 
stream from 
Reservoir (ft.) 
Length of 
Stream 
Segment 
Elevation 
(m) 
Elevation 
(ft.) 
% 
Slope 
0  117.5 385  
620 620 120 394 1.32 
1138 518 123 404 1.90 
1444 306 126 413 3.22 
1704 260 129 423 3.79 
1889 185 132 433 5.32 
2018 129 135 443 7.63 
2124 106 138 453 9.29 
2253 129 141 463 7.63 
3043 790 144 472 1.25 
3199 156 147 482 6.31 
3318 119 147 482 0.00 
3494 176 150 492 5.59 
3895 401 150 492 0.00 
 
Total Change in Elevation 107’ 
Total Length of Stream 3895’ 
Average Slope 2.74% 
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8.2 On-Site Elevation Survey from Malden Street to Dam Spillway 
Observed 
Elevation 
Distance from 
Culvert 
Location 
Adjusted 
Elevation* 
-1 0 
Stream Bed at Culvert 
Exit 
0 
0 30 
Mouth of Culvert Stream 
Bed 
1 
3.85 58 Stream Bank 2.85 
2.12 123 Stream Bed 3.12 
6.89 245 
Stream Bank at base of 
Elevation Drop after 
Spillway 
5.89 
16.3 280 
Top of Embankment 
next to Spillway 
15.3 
 
8.3 Edwards Pond Basin Curve Number Sub-Areas 
 
Sub-
Area 
Land Use Soil Type 
Area 
m2 
Soil 
Group 
CN 
value 
1 Brushland Merrimac 11,782 A 43 
2 Cropland Agawam 6,785 B 77 
3 Cropland Paxton/Merrimac 74,612 B 77 
4 Cropland Paxton 19,786 C 83 
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5 Cropland Windsor 26,097 A 67 
6 Forest Canton/Paxton/Merrimac 1,543,328 B 55 
7 Golf Course Paxton 55,556 C 74 
8 Low Density 
Residential 
Canton 12,041 B 66 
9 Low Density 
Residential 
Canton 12,461 B 66 
10 Low Density 
Residential 
Canton 2,412 B 66 
11 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 1,595 A 48 
12 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 670 A 48 
13 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 2,702 A 48 
14 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 1,985 A 48 
15 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 1,958 A 48 
16 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 18,936 A 48 
17 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 3,168 A 48 
18 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac 2,712 A 48 
19 Low Density Merrimac 21,243 A 48 
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Residential 
20 Low Density 
Residential 
Windsor 3,188 A 48 
21 Low Density 
Residential 
Windsor 3,383 A 48 
22 Low Density 
Residential 
Windsor 1,250 A 48 
23 Low Density 
Residential 
Windsor 2,003 A 48 
24 Low Density 
Residential 
Windsor 2,735 A 48 
25 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac/Paxton 100,560 B 66 
26 Low Density 
Residential 
Woodbridge 2,456 C 78 
27 Low Density 
Residential 
Woodbridge 4,349 C 78 
28 Low Density 
Residential 
Woodbridge 8,719 C 78 
29 Low Density 
Residential 
Hinckley 7,755 A 48 
30 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac/Paxton 122,526 B 66 
31 Low Density 
Residential 
Merrimac/Paxton 73,351 B 66 
32 Low Density Chatfield-Hollis 6,257 C 78 
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Residential 
33 Open Canton 5,999 B 61 
34 Pasture Hinckley 13,775 A 30 
35 Pasture Sudbury 9,062 B 58 
36 Pasture Canton 2,499 B 58 
37 Transitional Windsor 47,117 A 76 
38 Water/Wetlands N/A 4,053 N/A 100 
39 Water/Wetlands N/A 3,001 N/A 100 
40 Water/Wetlands N/A 14,594 N/A 100 
41 Water/Wetlands N/A 2,830 N/A 100 
42 Water/Wetlands N/A 1,001 N/A 100 
43 Water/Wetlands N/A 2,689 N/A 100 
44 Water/Wetlands N/A 9,587 N/A 100 
45 Water/Wetlands N/A 11,216 N/A 100 
46 Water/Wetlands N/A 10,244 N/A 100 
47 Water/Wetlands N/A 1,010 N/A 100 
48 Water/Wetlands N/A 4,590 N/A 100 
49 Water/Wetlands N/A 23,472 N/A 100 
Totals Total Area in Square Meters = 2,325,100 
Weighted Basin 
Curve Number = 60 
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8.4 Stream Cross-Sectional Area and Wetted Perimeter Calculations 
 
 
8.5 Highest 3 Daily Mean Streamflows Estimated by The Massachusetts 
Sustainable-Yield Estimator  
Year Estimated Daily Mean Streamflow (cfs) 
1960 9.63 
1960 7.22 
1960 3.65 
1961 10.50 
1961 10.09 
1961 9.74 
1962 95.00 
1962 14.09 
1962 13.91 
1963 85.63 
1963 53.66 
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1963 43.03 
1964 57.26 
1964 50.29 
1964 49.64 
1965 7.13 
1965 3.84 
1965 3.83 
1966 35.88 
1966 8.22 
1966 5.88 
1967 66.05 
1967 61.10 
1967 49.00 
1968 100.06 
1968 73.28 
1968 20.53 
1969 56.52 
1969 41.39 
1969 38.79 
1970 90.19 
1970 75.20 
1970 63.52 
1971 62.70 
1971 11.90 
1971 9.51 
1972 81.30 
1972 58.76 
1972 45.33 
1973 69.57 
1973 10.40 
1973 4.59 
1974 38.29 
1974 29.15 
1974 21.91 
1975 97.50 
1975 48.37 
1975 43.59 
1976 89.03 
1976 68.67 
1976 25.94 
1977 92.57 
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1977 91.37 
1977 70.48 
1978 76.19 
1978 40.33 
1978 12.63 
1979 105.40 
1979 84.52 
1979 78.19 
1980 87.88 
1980 67.78 
1980 60.31 
1981 37.79 
1981 25.60 
1981 16.68 
1982 86.75 
1982 16.46 
1982 16.25 
1983 77.18 
1983 65.20 
1983 64.35 
1984 104.04 
1984 102.70 
1984 82.36 
1985 10.67 
1985 10.25 
1985 8.82 
1986 83.43 
1986 59.53 
1986 58.01 
1987 96.24 
1987 74.23 
1987 39.29 
1988 12.79 
1988 11.74 
1988 8.76 
1989 101.37 
1989 71.40 
1989 47.13 
1990 55.79 
1990 46.52 
1990 28.04 
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1991 52.28 
1991 45.92 
1991 30.31 
1992 15.03 
1992 11.21 
1992 9.77 
1993 93.78 
1993 80.25 
1993 36.82 
1994 36.35 
1994 25.27 
1994 11.71 
1995 14.65 
1995 10.88 
1995 10.10 
1996 66.91 
1996 61.90 
1996 51.61 
1997 12.74 
1997 12.32 
1997 11.13 
1998 55.07 
1998 13.08 
1998 12.51 
1999 12.02 
1999 10.92 
1999 10.17 
2000 37.31 
2000 24.94 
2000 22.78 
2001 54.36 
2001 24.62 
2001 20.80 
2002 15.84 
2002 15.63 
2002 13.09 
 
 
